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On 10 December 1485, so Thomas Christmas and John Vertue, burgesses for
Colchester in Henry VII’s first Parliament, reported to the corporation back
home, ‘(there) passed a byll for the Court of Request that it is annulled, and it
(shall) be occupied no more’.1 Few of the many cryptic remarks contained in
the Colchester report have caused as much consternation among historians as
this passing reference. Along with a lack of evidence for the functioning of a
formal ‘court of requests’ before the 1490s, it is the purpose and fate of the bill
(which never found its way on to the parliament roll) that scholars have found
difficult to fathom. In 1941 A.F. Pollard described the burgesses’ version of
events as ‘an astonishing statement, the truth of which there is no reason to
doubt’.2 Pollard accepted that something akin to the later court of requests was
in existence by 1485 and became subject to an abortive attempt at abolition by
the parliamentary Commons in December of that year.3 More recently, Sir
John Baker has followed Pollard in interpreting the Colchester account as ‘an
unsuccessful attempt … to abolish what was actually called a Court of
Requests’,4 and Rosemary Horrox has agreed that if we accept the Colchester
account to be accurate, it is probable that the bill was intended to resume into
the normal functioning of the king’s council its activity in hearing the suits of
poor persons which had been separated out by Richard III. Horrox argued that
although the bill was never enrolled, it might nevertheless have had the desired
effect, as ‘no more is heard of a “court” of requests for several years’.5
Others, however, have remained unconvinced. In the introduction to their
edition of the Colchester diary, Nicholas Pronay and John Taylor declared
themselves baffled by the burgesses’ statement, and contended that although
there might have been a ‘council of requests’ by 1483, it did not become
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known as a court until the reign of Henry VII.6 In a more recent discussion of
the Colchester text, Michael Hicks has suggested that what the diarists
witnessed was the passage through the Commons of a bill intended to create a
court of requests, which had, however, been dropped by the end of
Parliament,7 while Paul Cavill has argued that what the Colchester burgesses
recorded was a protest by the parliamentary Commons against the formal
creation of such a court.8
The roots of the problem lie in the obscurity of the early history of the
court of requests before 1493, from which date registers normally associated
with its activity survive.9 It is generally accepted that the court with its specific
responsibility for hearing the petitions of those seeking justice directly from
the king, especially those too poor to have access to the normal remedies of
the common law, had its origins in similar functions of the king’s council.10
Scholars have attempted to trace these back as far as the reign of Edward III,11
but a formal court of requests did not become permanently resident in the
White Hall of the Palace of Westminster until the second decade of Henry
VIII’s reign.12 Successive twentieth-century historians of the Tudor period
have been at pains to distinguish between the activities of the ‘council
attendant’, as documented in the first half of the 1490s and earlier, and ‘the
king’s … Council in his Court of Requests’, given a permanent home at
Westminster by Cardinal Wolsey in 1519.13 The problems raised by
contemporary terminology have been highlighted by Margaret Condon who
has drawn a clear distinction between the council itinerant, which even in the
early years of Henry VII’s reign was occasionally known as ‘the council or
court of the request’, and the later ‘court of requests’, which she saw as ‘largely
the product of Wolsey’s reforms’.14
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There is, however, some evidence of formal administrative provision for
the council’s work in hearing the petitions of poor men by Richard III, who in
December 1483 appointed John Harrington as ‘clericus consilii nostri requisicionum
ac supplicacionum’, in addition to the clerk of his council.15 What was intended, is
unclear. The Latin of the appointment is ambiguous and could be rendered
either as ‘clerk of requests and supplications of the council’ or ‘clerk of the council of
requests and supplications’. We have no way of telling whether Harrington was to
be an additional servant of the council with specific responsibility for requests,
or whether he was to serve a separate council to which such responsibility had
been delegated. This ambiguity was not lost on A.F. Pollard, who was prepared
to give some credit to Edward IV ‘and the general superiority of Yorkist to
Lancastrian administration’ for the evolution of a formal process supported by
a clerk, if not even a formal institution, to receive and expedite the petitions
and requests ‘of poor persons’ to the king, but who also noted that ‘the
extremely hostile tone of the bill recorded in the Colchester diary implies
special animosity and responsibility to Richard III’.16 Others have placed even
greater emphasis on Richard’s particular commitment to provide poor persons,
who could not normally afford to go to law, with ‘a form of redress which later
developed into the Tudor Court of Requests’.17 Anne Sutton has maintained
that Richard ‘actively promoted the court that was to become the Court of
Requests’,18 and to A.J. Pollard the terms of Harrington’s appointment
represented ‘the first step towards the establishment of a court of poor
requests’,19 while Sir John Baker has interpreted the same terms of
appointment as an indication that by 1483 the expedition of the requests and
petitions of poor persons was already regarded as a distinct feature of conciliar
activity.20
II
The concept that the suits of poor individuals should be given priority before
the council was not peculiar to the Yorkist kings, nor had they invented it.21
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suits was well under way in Henry VI’s reign. Thus, in 1429-30 an ordinance
for the functioning of the king’s council had laid down that
the clerk of the counseill shal be sworn, that every day that the
counseill sitteth on any billes betwix partie and partie, that he shal, as
ferre as he can, loke which is the poverest sutours bille, that furst to
be rad and answerd; and the kynges sergeantz to be sworn truly and
pleynly, to yeve þe povere man, þat for swiche is accept to þe
counseill, assistence and true counseill in his matier, so to be sued,
withouten any good takyng of hym, on peyne of dischargyng of þeir
offices22

and the terms of this ordinance were copied into a similar document issued by
Henry VII on the eve of his French expedition of 1492.23 Richard III’s
concern for the administration of justice has been much commented on,24 and
it is in keeping with his repeated reaffirmation of his commitment thereto that
he should have gone a step further in entrusting the petitions of poor persons
to a separate clerk. The personal nature of Richard’s concern to provide
redress for the grievances of the poor is demonstrated not least by his choice
of a clerk ‘of requests’.
The terms of John Harrington’s formal appointment on 27 December
1483 suggests that he had already been carrying out at least part of the duties
of the office for some time, for he was also granted an annuity of £20 ‘for his
good service before the lords and others of the council and elsewhere and
especially in the custody, registration and expedition of bills, requests and
supplications of poor persons’.25 It is uncertain in what capacity he had done
so, and from what date. It is not impossible that he held a junior position in
the Westminster administration, for instance as one of the deputies or underclerks to the clerk of the council, but no evidence of his tenure of such a post
has been found. Arguably, the tenure of such a position would have demanded
regular residence at Westminster, and seems incompatible with what is known
22
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for certain of Harrington’s service to both the northern gentry and the chapter
of York minster.
Born at Eastrington near Howden, John Harrington was descended from
an impoverished cadet branch of the Harringtons of Badsworth, a family with
close ties of service to the house of York.26 Despite the precarious economic
position of John Harrington’s father, ‘a poore gentilman borne’ who was held
by his neighbours to be merely of yeoman status, his influential kinsman Sir
Robert Harrington, a member of the duke of Gloucester’s council from the
1470s, had no hesitation in acknowledging their kinship.27 Through his mother,
‘a poore gentilwoman’, John Harrington was connected with another
Yorkshire gentry family with ties of service to Richard of Gloucester, the
Askes of Aughton.28 The young John Harrington attended Cambridge
university, and by 1481 held the degree of bachelor of civil law.29 Rather than
seeking a career in the ranks of the clergy, he married, and in 1476 gained
admission to the office of a notary public.30 Before long he found employment
not only in the service of the see of York, as registrar of the consistory court
and legal agent of William Poteman, the influential vicar-general of the
archdiocese, but also of important members of the regional gentry, such as Sir
John Conyers of Hornby, whom he served as his ‘clerc and secretarie in the
rowme of a gentilman’.31
It is uncertain how John Harrington first came to the duke of Gloucester’s
attention, but it is possible that family ties played a role. At least two of his
kinsmen (Sir Robert Harrington and his brother Sir James) were retained by
Richard in the 1470s and after his accession became knights of the body, while
Sir James’s son John was appointed an esquire of King Richard’s household.
Similarly, Harrington’s erstwhile employer, Sir John Conyers, was one of
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Richard’s longstanding retainers.32 Equally, however, Richard had close ties
with the cathedral chapter of York from an early date, and it is possible that it
was by this route that he first came across Harrington. Certainly, it is as part of
a group of mostly Cambridge-educated members of the York cathedral clergy
involved in Gloucester’s collegiate foundation at Middleham that Harrington is
first encountered in the duke’s circle in 1478.33 As his later appointment as
clerk to the council indicates, Harrington soon became one of Richard’s most
indispensible and trusted clerical servants, but if his appointment was
characteristic of the king’s heavy reliance on northerners in his administration,
it is equally indicative of just how far Richard was prepared to be a king ‘of the
north’.34 As successive students of the evolution of conciliar jurisdiction have
argued, much of the judicial activity of the king’s council took place away from
Westminster, when king and council were in progress around the realm. This
was especially true of the tasks entrusted to Harrington, the provision of
justice to the poor, for whom the need for a journey to Westminster might
present an insurmountable obstacle. If Richard chose as his clerk of requests a
man with heavy commitments in Yorkshire and the city of York, it is likely that
he expected at least a substantial part of Harrington’s official business to be
carried out in the north. Indeed, Richard himself strengthened Harrington’s
ties in the locality by nominating him as common clerk of the city of York,
which had already (on 19 May 1484) granted him an annuity of 20s.
Significantly, the citizens’ request for a nomination had specified that the
candidate should be resident within their walls. Precisely this, however, proved
problematic, for Harrington’s duties frequently required his presence at
Westminster, and time and time again Richard had to issue letters to the
citizens excusing the continued absence of their common clerk.35 About the
same time, Harrington was also given an important role in the administration
of Richard’s proposed foundation of a college of chantry priests at York by
being entrusted with the custody of its records.36 If these combined duties kept
Harrington extremely busy, they also provided him with a valuable income, not
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least through the £20 fee attached to the office of clerk of requests.37
In view of his undeniable proximity to King Richard it is somewhat surprising that
Harrington appears to have faced no reprisals after Bosworth. He evidently lost his clerkship
and royal annuity, but on 30 November 1485 Henry VII himself wrote to the citizens of York
to confirm his acceptability as their common clerk, and over subsequent months he played an
important part in reconciling the city with the new monarch. At least in part, Harrington may
have owed this smooth transition to Archbishop Rotherham whom he continued to serve as
registrar.38 When trouble arose in 1486, it came from the ranks of the citizens of York. At some
stage in the summer of that year (perhaps in an atmosphere of suspicion surrounding Henry
VII’s negotiations for a truce with James III of Scotland), one Thomas Wharfe had spread the
rumour that Harrington was of Scottish blood. Before long, kinsmen and supporters rallied to
his support, producing letters testifying to his lineage and English blood.39 The matter was
settled by arbitration early in the following year, and Harrington remained common clerk of
York for another four years, resigning the office in December 1490.40 He lived on for a few
years thereafter and is last mentioned in 1497-98 as tenant of lands and counsel in a lawsuit,41
but not heard of subsequently.42
III
What, then, of the court of requests? It is now generally accepted that an act of
the 1487 Parliament, which was at one time believed to have created another
new conciliar court, that of Star Chamber,43 did in fact no such thing, it simply
established a high-powered conciliar committee intended to deal specifically
with cases of unlawful maintenance and livery, and that it was not least the
later addition of the heading ‘Pro camera stellata’ to the act’s enrolment on the
parliament roll that has confused modern scholars.44 If Henry VII apparently
37
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never sought parliamentary sanction for the establishment of his powerful
criminal court in the Star Chamber, there seems little reason to suppose that he
attempted to do so in 1485 to set up a ‘court of requests’. There was, indeed,
no reason for the king to seek the approval of parliament. It is now generally
accepted that the king’s council exercised an equitable jurisdiction in the
sovereign’s name from an early date, and Henry VII’s council was no
different.45 With this in mind, the question of the parliamentary bill of 1485
becomes largely semantic, generated by the problems of terminology
highlighted by Pollard and Condon, and only partly archival, that is to say,
complicated by the absence of full and coherent records of the king’s council.46
Thus, Pronay and Taylor’s objection was essentially a semantic one. They did
not doubt that there was a committee of the king’s council that dealt with
‘requests’ in Richard III’s reign, but denied that it was already known to
contemporaries as a court. The argument is circular, for in its use of the
definite article the Colchester diary provides evidence that there was a body
that contemporaries perceived as ‘the court of requests’. Arguably, when the
court came into renewed being from 1493, it was mostly referred to as the
‘council of requests’, but by 1503 was also described as the ‘court of
requestes’.47
Nor does the absence of an enrolment of the Colchester burgesses’ bill on
the parliament roll present insurmountable problems. A number of
explanations are possible. Although it is generally assumed that ‘public’ acts of
parliament were automatically enrolled on the parliament roll, the same is not
true of every successful private petition (or bill). It was a private suitor’s
responsibility to ensure by paying suitable handouts to the clerk and underclerk of parliament that a private act found its way on to the roll.48 Yet, there is
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no suggestion that the bill for the court of requests was successful. The
Colchester burgesses merely noted its passage through the Commons (‘the
same day (there) passed a byll’), by contrast with other measures which
evidently had already been agreed by the Lords, such as the restitution of the
earls of Oxford and Stafford, which passed ‘as aucte’.49 Was the bill for the
court of requests, the last measure of the session recorded in the Colchester
diary, lost on account of the prorogation, was it thrown out by the Lords, or
was it vetoed by Henry VII?50
This leaves us with Harrington’s appointment, the terms of which, as we
have seen, seem to indicate that he had for some time taken care of the
petitions and requests of poor individuals which were now to be his official
responsibility. But had he done so as a royal clerk, or in another capacity?
Charles Ross was in no doubt that ‘Edward [IV]’s reign saw no serious effort
to extend conciliar jurisdiction at the expense of the common-law agencies’.51
So did Harrington assume special responsibility for ‘requests’ during the brief
period of conciliar government between Edward IV’s death and the duke of
Gloucester’s coup of June 1483? It is possible, but the scant records of
Edward V’s reign provided no evidence either for or against such a hypothesis.
There is another possibility. Taking into account Harrington’s family
background, his intimate association by ties of blood and service with some
prominent Ricardian loyalists, and his roots in the north where Richard had
resided and maintained his power base for more than a decade before 1483, it
seems not impossible that the later clerk of requests had been in Duke
Richard’s service before he assumed the throne. Like other great lords, Richard
of Gloucester maintained a council including a staff of legal experts, which
might from time to time exercise an equitable jurisdiction.52 Carole Rawcliffe
has pointed to the duchy of Lancaster’s court of duchy chamber as a prime
example of such a court, but in view of Richard’s position as effective lord of
the north in the 1470s there can be little doubt that his council exercised
similar functions. Rawcliffe is undoubtedly right in suggesting that the
establishment of a court of poor men’s requests represented ‘an attempt not
only to bring quick and relatively cheap justice within the reach of the
common man, but also to emulate the facilities which baronial councils had to
49
50
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offer in this respect’.53
When Richard assumed the throne it was natural that he should seek to
extend the means of ‘good governance’ that had served him well as duke of
Gloucester to the government of the whole of England, and it was equally
natural that he should draw upon trusted and experienced servants to make
this transition. The evidence suggests that the result had certain features in
common with the later court of requests. Like the later personnel of the court
of requests, Richard’s clerk of requests was a civil lawyer,54 and the volume of
business that he had to deal with is indicated by his lengthy absences from his
home at York to the detriment of his other offices. His permanent return to
the north after Bosworth suggests that he lost his post at Westminster, but
does not necessarily prove that the court he had served had ceased to function.
Henry VII’s ‘council in attendance’ continued to hear petitions and requests,
and its recorded deliberations from 1493 blend seamlessly into the proceedings
of the later ‘court of requests’. Whether it was the compiler of the Colchester
diary or the drafter of the bill he recorded who determined the language used,
somebody in 1485 was in no doubt that there was a ‘court of requests’.
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